
ONLY SURE REPORT IS T.H'AT
VILLA 4S VICTORIOUS

El Paso, Tex., March 26. General
Manuel Chao, rebel military governor
of the state of Chihuahua, received
at Juarez early today a dispatch from
M Verjel, General Francisco Villa's
base In the fighting about Torreon,
statins: that the battle about Gomez
Palacio was still raging, but that a
number of Federal batteries had been
silenced. The dispatch added that
the rebels' r were making progress in
their attack and expected to take
Gomez Palacio for the second time by
morning.

Rumors and reports are numerous
-- and each has many believers, but
when run down all have been found
to be based on speculation and no
substantial information.

Out of the mass of rumors, the only
things that seem certain are that Vil-

la's rebel army carried a victorious
campaign right through Gomez
Palacio, the most important Torreon
suburb, and up to the gates of Tor-reb- n

itself; that the federal defenders
suddenly turned and drove the enemy
back through Gomez Palacio; that
the federals displayed a strength at
all points, that astonished the rebels
and thafihe fight is still raging on all
side's of Torreon, with the battle cen-
ter at Gomez Palacio.
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STRIKE EFFECTIVE

The Brickmakers' Union has
shown the value of a Teal consistent
strike. Several days ago' the- brick-make- rs

went on strike anil, left the
various brickyards of the " city with
only a few thousand bricks on hand.

Now the DncK supply nas Become
exhausted. There is no other 'with
which to continue work. So' out of'

6,300 members of the Bricklayers'
Union only 300 are at work, accord-
ing to A. E. Vorteller, sec'y.

Teamsters are drawn into it
" through theiFTefusal to handle .non-

union made bricks and this apjplies to
workers in riearly all branches of the
building trades.

TAFFETA WILL BE POPULAR. FOR
' SPRING SEASON

Taffeta, taffeta and then more taf-
feta seems to' be the slogan of the
fashion arbiters'.

The gown 'shown is of dark green
taffeta. Green will be worn more
this spring than ever before. The
skirt is draped about the feet and the
simple7 tunic "is draped to form the
omnipresent boufant effect in the
back. But it does not make so much
matter whichway your taffeta gown
is made provided you have a taffeta
gown in your wardrobe this "season.
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One triumph of intellectual wo-

manhood isihafshe is'gradually edu-

cating man out of the fallacy that lie
has a stomach.
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